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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

While My Maternal and Divine Light penetrates the Earth together with Saint Joseph to redeem the
fallen and lost hearts, My Heart joyfully receives your prayers and chants. When the offering is
sincere and spontaneous it pleases very much the Heart of God.

Thus, dear children, every day I teach you to love a little more and to lose the fear of doing it
because if you loved your brothers and sisters as I love each one of you, many of the sufferings
would end.

I invite you, My children, to strengthen the commitment with the Eternal Father of forming a sacred
spiritual family, bearer the same codes of the ancient people of Israel; people that at that time
vivified the Word of God and made it flesh within them.

I invite you to love the knowledge, but also to live it, for it to be in you a source of conversion and
an example of redemption.

In this moment, dear children, the Sacred Hearts approach to this part of the planet for the great
need of awakening and redemption.

I need, My children, you to be able to follow each step that the Messengers of Heaven take, in this
way you can contribute to the development of the Plan that is not physical, but internal and spiritual.

Everyone without exception is called at this time to provide their virtues and gifts so that My Son
will be able to achieve His redemptive Work at these times.

For this, start to love in a different form than you have loved until now, may your human love be
transformed by prayer and be transfigured in each new consecration.

I will help you to follow this infinite path towards the real Love. I will motivate you and impel you
to concrete in yourselves what the Father so much expects from you; for it to be possible, hand Me
what you are and thus I will be in you the image and likeness of God.

Encourage yourselves every day to say yes to Me.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who always blesses you, 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


